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CLIENT REFERENCES
COFFEE SHOP
ThirdSpace Coffee Roastery
Valley View Centre
Clean lines, Asian influence, state of the art equipment and
bar, Thirdspace has progressed into one of the finest coffee
bars on the continent.
From businessmen and creatives using it as an office space
(the space includes a sound proof meeting/board room
available to book) in the morning, social space for events in
the evening and the weekend staple for local cyclists
Thirdspace has become a home to many. Downstairs,
ample seating with charging stations at each communal
table. The bar is kitted with a 3 group Victoria Arduino
Gravimetric Black Eagle, Nouva Simonelli Mythos Clima
Pro and Mahlkonig EK43, as well as manually brewed
pourovers.
All the shopfitting was done by REIS and the client.
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CLIENT REFERENCES
COFFEE SHOP
Roast Cafe
Melrose Arch
Roast Café is the enticing street side delight to The Goliath
Comedy Club, residing beyond the fold-away red doors at
the back of the café, presenting a dual-experience coffee
spot and entertainment venue. The two venues were
designed to be multifunctional and interleading spaces.
Textures of copper, oak and exotic fabrics together with the
aromas of freshly baked cakes and the flavours of eclectic
dishes come together to create a warm and charming little
coffee shop.
REIS put together a mood board of all the materials to be
used, as well as a furniture layout plan to ensure the most
effective use of space in terms of seating and circulation.
Custom brass pendants were designed to perfectly bring the
whole space together.

@goliathcomedyclub Instagram feed
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CLIENT REFERENCES
CONFERENCE & MULTIFUNCTIONAL VENUE
The Venue
Summit Place, Menlyn
Modern and versatile, the new conference and multi-function
venue by The Venue is just off the N1 highway in Menlyn, on
the top floor of the Summit Place Office Park building. The
Venue has breathtaking views, ample space that is
adaptable for any type of occasion and bespoke designed
bars, reception counters and wall cladding by REIS.
 ach reception desk and bar is uniquely designed for The
E
Venue with fine attention to details. The 2m diameter LED
illuminated ring-lights by REIS were a collaborative
engineering journey with custom fabricated components by
Laser Options and CAM Craft and assembly by our client’s
technical team at The Venue.
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CLIENT REFERENCES
CONFERENCE & MULTIFUNCTIONAL VENUE
The Venue
Melrose Arch
Upmarket and trendsetting, The Venue Melrose Arch is a
sophisticated conference and events establishment. In 2014,
the team at REIS gave The Venue a gorgeous makeover.
The refurbishment included 4 new bars, a cigar lounge,
Cognac bar, works to the stage and a makeover to the
entrance hall and every space within this multifunction
venue.
The harmonious blended colour palette of greys, gold and
silver with the addition of natural materials such as copper
and walnut, creates a plush, modern and contemporary
aesthetic.
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CLIENT REFERENCES
RESTAURANT DESIGN
Van Der Linde Restaurant
Linden
Situated in the uber-cool suburb of Linden, VDL Restaurant
combines understated sophistication with a homely warmth.
The restaurant is furnished primarily with locally designed
and manufactured seating selected and custom specified by
REIS. The accent decor pieces and carefully curated retail
items by the restaurant’s owner.
Bespoke feature items include a sculptural copper clad
bread oven, a state-of-the-art gin bar, a marble and walnut
kitchen bar, a travertine and copper coffee bar and bakery, a
courtyard with bonsai trees and a private cellar for wine tasting and pairing functions.

@vdlrestaurant Instagram feed
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CLIENT REFERENCES
RESTAURANT DESIGN
Pappas On The Square
Nelson Mandela Square, Sandton
Pappas is a family owned Mediterranean restaurant in the
Nelson Mandela Square, Sandton. Their ethos is
innovative and quality driven food, which provided the basis
for the massive interior renovation in 2017 by REIS.
From the modern dining chairs to the handcrafted
moonrock planters on the walls, all the details have been
locally sourced and manufactured. Furnished with blue hues
and copper details, the new Pappas provides the perfect
modern Greek atmosphere with traditional Greek
entertainment upon request.

3D Interpretation
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CLIENT REFERENCES
RESTAURANT DESIGN
Ghazal
Melrose Arch
Elegant seating and a selection of fine fabrics compliment
Ghazal’s signature dishes and their reputation as the best
Indian restaurant in Johannesburg.
Drawing inspiration from the owner’s home city of
Chandigarh in North India, the interior design team at REIS
have created an intimate and luxurious dining space,
combining touches of modernist simplicity with more
elaborate details inspired and adapted from North Indian
Mughal architecture.
We’re proud to have been selected to design Ghazal’s new
restaurant at Melrose Arch and look forward to a long
working relationship with this award winning restaurant
group.
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